How to make a yarn bomb by

“Sounds from the Other City is a
fantastic opportunity to bring all
these people the very short walk
across the Irwell...it has the feeling
that everyone’s gone out for the day
to a little village somewhere.”

Mark and Maurice Carlin, Sounds from the Other City organisers

WELCOME TO Sounds from the Other City 2010, the annual
celebration of the promoters and artists who are doing the most
interesting things in the city! Now in its sixth year, this year’s Sounds from
The Other City is the biggest yet.

Expect Chapel Street to be turned upside down with unusual sights and sounds, from a
musical milk float to knitted lampposts and a village fete. Venture into the type of
buildings you might never have expected to go to in, let alone for a gig, from huge St Philip’s
Church, one of the most distinctive sights on the Salford skyline, to a community centre.
Mark and Maurice Carlin, the festival’s organisers, explained: ‘We bring people to spaces
they’ve never been before. Before it was predominantly old Salford boozers, but the
venues are incredibly diverse this year.’

Explore
History and culture
Of course, Salford isn’t just there for Sounds from the Other City, and there are plenty of
other places to explore all year round. Around the Chapel Street/Crescent area are the
fabulous Salford Museum & Art Gallery (make sure you also visit Peel Park, which was the
world’s first public park, next door, if the weather’s nice) and the Working Class Movement
Library. A little further on is Salford Lads Club, then Salford Quays, with the Imperial War
Museum North and the Lowry centre.
Walk or cycle
Salford can also be explored on foot — or by bike. Levenshulme Bicycle Orchestra
(musicians and cyclists who will be appearing on the Mind on Fire vs. Wot God Forgot stage)
recommend a ride along the ‘massive’, historic Manchester Ship Canal, which can be
accessed from Manchester city centre by riding through Castlefield along the Bridgewater
Canal, where the River Irwell turns into the ship canal.
Tour
If you fancy a more formal visit, there are regular boat and walking tours of Salford,
including a Salford Music Walk coinciding with Sounds from the Other City which will leave
from outside Salford Museum & Art Gallery at 2pm, costing £2. This visits several Sounds
from the Other City venues, including Islington Mill and St Philip’s Church, as well as
recording studios and the Working Class Movement Library. See www.visitsalford.info.

Valpuri Vihriala

You need 4-5 mm needles
Around 70 g of different colour DK yarns. Waste yarns from previous projects would be
perfect, do put them in use!
Gauge:
Usually the gauge in double knitting yarn is 22 stitches and 30 rows to 10 cm (with
4mm needles).
To knit a yarn bomb to a lamp post which around measures 36 cm:
Create 60-66 stitches (if your hand knitting is tight create 60+ stitches, if it's very loose
create 55-60 stitches). As the knitting goes along it gets its real gauge and it is good to
make it slightly tighter than the lamp post would be as it sits there more firmly as it has
been sewed on.
As many colours you have, change the colour every 6th-12th rows, depending how thick
you want the stripes.
To change the colour, all you need to do is to cut off the yarn from the old colour, leave
about 6 cm tail so it doesn't unravel, and start to knit with the new colour as you were
knitting before.
When you have about 15 cm or more (yarn bomb you can knit as long as you like, the
bigger the better of course ;), Cast off using the slip stitch over method.
Take your yarn bomb and sew it on to a lamp post or something else similar thickness.
If you want to knit something smaller, just pay attention to the gauge and cut down the
size depending if your hand knitting is tight or loose by + - 6 stitches. Measure the place
you want to place the yarn bomb and calculate the gauge based on that.
You can either knit every row depending on skill. Or you can knit on the right side and
purl on the wrong side (this pattern creates the "jersey fabric" famously first used in
fashion by Coco Chanel — see little fact there).
You can also play with the knit and purl rows to create texturous stripes knitting
such as:
Row 1.: Knit
Row 2: Purl
More advanced knitters:
Row 3: Purl
If you prefer not to sew your yarn bomb on, you can create
Row 4: Knit
button holes by following this pattern:
2nd row: Knit 2, Yarn over, Knit 2 together as one. Knit (or purl if
you are following the Jersey fabric pattern).
Knit or purl for a few rows then on the 10th row: Knit 2, Yarn over,
Knit 2 together as one.
Carry on as that by adding the button holes every 8th row, make
sure they all end up on the same end of the knitting, until your
preferred length.
Sew the buttons on the opposite end of the yarn bomb where
the holes are, to the side that you want to be visible and it is ready
to be buttoned to a lamp post!
Yarn over — wind the yarn around the knitting needle once (or
in some patterns, several times!) before knitting the stitch with it.
Yarn bombing is a project by Islington Mill based duo ArtYarn (Rachael Elwell and Sarah Hardacre)
www.artyarn.blogspot.com. Manchester-based artist Valpuri Vihriala works with ArtYarn on projects as well
as creating her own work: www.purlpuri.blogspot.com.
The King’s Arms Knitting & Crochet Club takes place in the Snug at the King’s Arms every Monday from
7-9pm.
The Islington Mill Knitting Club meets on the last Saturday of every month from 1-4pm to learn new
techniques, to share ideas, yarns and projects, and to work on community projects brought to the group by the
members. Wool and needles/ hooks are available to try out , as well as knitting books and magazines to browse.
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9:30

Doors 3pm - 11.30pm
It’s hard to imagine two more
different stages in such close
proximity. Whilst the main club
space of Islington Mill will be
pulsating with abrasive, distorted
shouting, noise and squalling, Room
Tones will be maintaining a hushed
ambience next door in the Engine
Room with bleeps, glitches and the
plucked notes of acoustic guitars.

Indie at its most raw, rattling and exciting.
Make sure you experience the colourful,
pyschedelic cartoons of Cartune Xprez
upstairs too, where Salford Zine Library will
also be available to browse.
7.30 Talk by politician David Henry

5:30

Doors 3pm - 10pm

9:40

@ King’s Arms
4:40

8:30
6:20
7:15
Lamb and Wolf’s headliner, Chrome Hoof, is a theatrical, in your face dance band, but give your whole attention
to Alexander Tucker, on the Room Tones stage, and his gorgeous space-folk will creep its way under your skin.
One man who’ll be appearing on both stages is Ed Stevens, surely the busiest performer of SFTOC. Catch him
in the Engine House with A Middle Sex, in the club space with bonkers Welsh band Klaus Kinski — and then
twice on the Comfortable on a Tightrope Stage at the Angel Centre with Dinner Party and Sex Hands.

3:55
3:10

Doors 3pm -10.30pm

Last time one of the members of Levenshulme Bicycle Orchestra played at SFTOC, they had
‘f**** off, you’re f****ing s****’ shouted at them by unappreciative locals. Though they also once followed a
Smiths tribute band at a cycling-themed Salford Lads Club fundraiser, hopefully their clackety, fragmented
sound — produced by ‘manipulating the frequencies of metal’ (hitting miked up bits of old bicycles and ‘making
sound out of everyday objects’) will go down better amongst the noisy, jazzy, experimental choices of Mind on
Fire and Wot God Forgot. Despite their unconventional rhythms and intense performance, LBO ‘always want
people to dance to us’.
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If you like your indie upbeat,
jerky and danceable, this is
the stage for you. It also
hosts some of Manchester’s
most hyped new bands —
listen out for the ‘genre
blending scuzzy, bleepy pop
craziness’ of Egyptian Hip
Hop and Wu Lyf, whose
‘sore splintered vocals
always stir something deep
and primal in my soul’
(Emma, Underachievers
Please Try Harder DJ).

Doors 6pm - 1am

The stage with the best location —
huge windows and a beer garden
looking out onto the river — this is the
place to be when the sun sets over the
wide sweep of the Irwell. The
shimmering pop of The Cavalcade,
HSOL and Windmill (Britain’s answer
to Mercury Rev), Islet’s ‘bangin’ tunes’
(Dave, Underachievers Please Try
Harder DJ) and the broad, anthemic,
surely-soon-to-be-pop-hits of
The Rural Alberta Advantage, are well
worth a listen too.

Doors 4pm -1am
10:30
9:30

Doors 3pm -11pm

Doors 3pm - 11pm
The Crescent is one of the most historic pubs in Salford, and where Marx and Engels
went to debate their theories (allegedly). Today it's going to be used for something more
energetic: "Cheap ale and a whole crafternoon's worth of fun for all. Hot rocking blues,
soulful country and straight up vintage rock ‘n’ roll accompanied by vintage hair and
make-up, vintage clothing, a bake-sale and market stalls.” DJ Jonny Walsh
Hey! Manchester teams up with Welsh showcase SWN — make sure you’re there to hear Y Niwl’s tremolo organ
swell and surf guitar echo around St Philips’s high ceiling. Also worth fighting your way to the front for are Damon
and Naomi, 'the quietest rock group in the United States' (Stephin Merritt, The Magnetic Fields). Formerly of cult
Boston dream-rock band Galaxie 500, they have the ‘most hardcore fans’ Hey! Manchester’s Chris Horkan
has encountered.
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Map by Mount Pleasant. Mount Pleasant will be exhibiting posters, record covers, prints and illustrations at Islington Mill Gallery Space (open at SFTOC from 3pm-11.30pm and then until Tuesday May 4).

www.itsmountpleasant.com

After the bands have finished,
go out and dance to indie-pop
old and new (Underachievers
Please Try Harder, Pull Yourself
Together), the latest indie
(Now Wave, Bring on the
Dancing Horses), electronic
sounds (This City is Ours),
Queer indie, punk and
electropop (Bollox), techno
and house (Contort Yourself)
or drum and bass, reggae and
hip hop (Herbal Sessions).

Doors 3pm - 11pm

5.15 Neil Campbell

Black Lion

and the Highway
Children

10pm - 2am

Upstairs - Contort

Yourself

Downstairs - Bollox Vs.

walk through salford
by Andrew Beswick
frosted sunlight cobweb shimmering windowpain in
dog ear d dirty buddy-holly squalor. beautiful
window pane frame glass & manic mounted cds wild &
sun tickled feels scribbly new-born in the
shakingfeet, rolling, rolling hands reaching from
their grubby roots & changing record side. who drew
moustache on the back? Who wrote original coral
record fucked? Has Alan Jones 10 Deanshirt Road
ever been to a rave? Is this all i can think as the
wavey filthy spidery windowsunstreetplace does its
best to look its best in her nicest pink & laugh
out loud silly frown

Andrew is a poet, musician and artist who has
read at Paradox.
www.andrewbeswick.blogspot.com

Paradox poetry night and open mic takes place at Fuel, Withington, every second Saturday.

King’s Arms
Upstairs -

Bad Dancer

10.30pm - 2am

Mind On Fire, Herbal Sessions, This City Is Ours & Drum Music

Downstairs -

Naive Melody Vs. Stop Making Sense

Old Pint Pot 11pm -1am
Now Wave Vs. Bring On The
Dancing Horses
Upstairs -

Downstairs - Underachievers Please Try
Harder Vs. Pull Yourself Together

Food
Food available throughout the
day from:
Islington Mill,
The Old Pint Pot,
The Angel Centre,
and
the King’s Arms
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FREE EVENTS

House, University of Salford Adelphi campus

Don’t worry if you didn’t manage to
get a ticket to Sounds from the Other
City as these art, film and music
events are free to the public and don’t
require a festival wristband.

A Cheap Affair will be holding their very own village fete, taking over Bexley Square with
everything you’d expect from a traditional fair — raffles, cake and fun and games, plus
contemporary illustration, painting, light graffiti, printed tees, knitted bags, handmade
jewellery, recycled clothing, lovingly made zines, organic beauty products, henna
tattoos and vintage clothes.
A Cheap Affair also takes place every first Sunday of the month at Islington Mill from
12pm with food, zines, art, crafts and live music.

www.cheapzine.blogspot.com
Kings Arms downstairs
Musical deliveries throughout the day from Tone Float musical milk float in the Beer
Garden, the start of the trail of the fly tipped transistors.
Salford Music Co-operative at The Rovers Return
9.00: Sandbox
8.00: John Herring
7.00: The Black Knights
6.00: Death To The Strange
5.00: Kingfishers Catch Fire

www.salfordmusic.com
Live Screen Printing
Art throughout the streets of Salford by SavWo.

See the soap where nothing happens when
the sun goes down on Salford, a site specific
non-performance at sunset. A celebration of
all the bits of your life you'd miss, but
maybe wouldn't remember. Look around for
more details.
The Telephone ShowBox
Live music beamed down the wires to a telephone box on Chapel Street, transformed
into a live music venue for audiences of one. Featuring performances from:
BEN CHASNY of Six Organs of Admittance, TUNE YARDS, ANDREW W.K. and more (free
tickets available from a special box office in Salford Central station in the week
leading up to Sounds from the Other City).
Scenewipe Sessions
Manchester Scenewipe is a website devoted to the local music scene, filming intimate
acoustic sessions with bands from Manchester and beyond in interesting locations.
This year they will be around and about producing a 'Sounds From The Other City
Special' where they'll be filming sessions with bands on the line-up, as well a short
documentary about the festival itself.

www.manchesterscenewipe.co.uk
LIVE PRESS! is the Ladies of the Press*’ signature performance of impromptu gazettemaking. They will be opening up a "press desk" in the wristband exchange and
creating an on-site gazette filled with live documentation, peripheral material,
interviews, doodles, finished pieces and any other quirk they deem fit.

www.ladiesofthepress.org
The Shrieking Violet fanzine is a free, alternative guide to Manchester — featuring
places to go, things to see and things to make and do — edited by Natalie
Bradbury. This souvenir special was illustrated by Dominic Oliver, with the exception
of yarn bomb (Alex Boswell), St Philip’s Church (Natalie Bradbury) and map (Lucy
Jones/Mount Pleasant). Back issues can be browsed in Salford Zine Library or
downloaded from:
www.theshriekingviolets.blogspot.com.
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Music for churches:
Hey Manchester at St Philip’s Church
FOR MUSIC fans, especially festival-goers, gigs often involve standing in
sticky, beer soaked venues. At Sounds from the Other City, however,
Chapel Street’s beautiful Sacred Trinity Church has long provided the
equivalent to a chill out tent, where audiences can sit on the ﬂoor or bean
bags and relax.
Andy Salmon, music fan and reverend at Sacred Trinity and its
bigger sister church St Philip’s, tried to go to Sounds from the Other
City in its ﬁrst year, but it was sold out.
However, when the organisers said they needed more
venues the next year he saw the perfect opportunity to
get involved, oﬀering Sacred Trinity as a stage. This year,
St Philip’s Church a little further along Chapel Street,
which was put on Salford’s musical map when it hosted
a show by Sugababes a couple of years ago, will be
used instead.
Andy explains: “Churches have always put on gigs — even if they weren’t always rock gigs, but the
divide between gigs in pubs and gigs in churches is not always as obvious or stark as some people
make out. For example, the Wesley brothers wrote hymns based on popular tunes sung in pubs.”
He continued: “Sugababes made people realise you can do gigs a mile from Manchester city centre.
Psychologically, people had seen Salford as being too far.”
Members of Andy’s congregation volunteer at gigs, introducing a whole new audience to the music.
Andy, a self-confessed beer snob who favours the ‘decent beer’ to be found at places like the Black
Lion, King’s Arms, New Oxford and the Crescent, will be bringing in kegs of real ale from Bazens
brewery in Higher Broughton, a mile or two away from the venue, and manning a hand
pump himself.
There are bassy, loud gigs that rattle the stained glass windows, and one of Andy’s favourite bands
is British Sea Power, but he admits the building is more suited to ambient, acoustic, folky music.
“Sometimes sparse, electronic music that could be very dull if you were standing up in one of the
academies is completely diﬀerent experienced in a church.”
Bands also use the church for recording, taking advantage of the ‘big-space’ sound it provides.
“The building can work with the artist. The human voice and guitar, singing into such a big space,
can be really powerful. Churches were built with sound in mind so even unampliﬁed sound can ﬁll
the space in a wonderful way. When Florence and the Machine played they brought a rig with them
that was far bigger than they needed as they were used to blasting out sound.”
“What I love is that there’s an interaction between the music and the building. There’s a history and
feel to the building that comes from the fact that generations of people have used it. It reﬂects the
hopes and dreams, and also the hurts and pains, of people. We celebrate all of human life here —
baptisms, weddings, and funerals.”
Chris Horkan, who promotes gigs under the name Hey! Manchester (and Oh Productions), and
has put gigs on at Sacred Trinity Church, St Philip’s and Manchester Cathedral, said: “Most of the people who go to gigs probably haven’t been in a church for years. Churches are not really used as venues despite them being some of the best venues in the city and a lot more memorable than a black
box room.” However, there are some downsides for promoters: “They can be quite unpredictable —
having a choir come in to practice when you didn’t expect it, for example!”
Revenue raised from putting concerts on means that the building can continue to be used for
future generations, bands beneﬁt from the acoustics and both music fans and church volunteers
are introduced to experiences they might not have otherwise had — using churches for music is a
win-win for everyone.
Andy’s blog: www.salfordrandomthinker.blogspot.com
www.heymanchester.com

Honey bee cup cakes

by Catriona Gray

ASK ANYONE if they would like to eat some insect spit, and they would undoubtedly decline. Yet
honey – essentially just that – is a celebrated part of almost every cuisine. More specifically, honey
is regurgitated nectar which has been transformed by enzymes then evaporated through fanning
in the wax cells into a concentrated syrupy solution. Spanish cave paintings from 10,000 years
ago show men and women foraging for what must have been the one magical and luxurious thing
in an otherwise humdrum existence. Considered then as a food of the Gods (see: Pliny), rather
than bees who were merely its conduit to mankind, honey has been a natural way of improving
flavour for millennia. There are few Egyptian funeral vaults in which honey does not feature
pictorially. Where its properties can be seen most to improve a recipe, I think, is the simple
sponge cake.
This is a recipe for an apicultural, epicurean delight that I have elected to name, with typical lack
of imagination: honey bee cup cakes. They are adorned with adorable little edible bees.
Go forage in the supermarket for:
Yellow marzipan (for the body)
A very small amount of cooking chocolate (for the features)
Almond flakes (for wings!)
180g honey (no need for good or local honey – that’s best with freshly
made bread in its unadulterated state)
140g unsalted butter
180g self-raising flour, sieved
2 large eggs
50g soft brown sugar
½ tsp baking powder
If you can’t be bothered, just remember that it takes a bee 20,000 trips from the hive to make 1lb
of honey! In an average life, a worker bee will produce just 1 tsp of honey. After three weeks of
continual work, she will be worn out and die.
Method:
As baking with honey requires a slightly lower temperature to avoid burning, preheat the oven to
160C. In a saucepan, warm the honey, butter and sugar until the butter is almost melted. Leave
to cool slightly before adding the eggs and beat for about 2 minutes. Sift then fold the dry
ingredients into the mixture. Pour into cake cases and place into the oven for about 20 minutes
until they turn golden brown.
While they’re in the oven, get started on the bees. Pinching the bit of marzipan the size of an,
erm, bee, roll it into a little sausage. Repeat for the amount of cakes you have. Melt some
chocolate and using a cocktail stick or skewer, paint stripes across each torso and two dot eyes
so she can see all her friends. Bees’ eyes are a source of fascination to apiarists and
entomologists. I recommend Karl Von Frisch’s The Dancing Bees, if you can find a copy.
Carefully take two almond flakes and insert into the marzipan to provide some wings for your
bee. This is quite fidgety but well worth it for the end result. To tack the bees to the cakes, melt
some more chocolate and pin then down like an entomologist who eats his own specimens.
Serve on hexagonal plates.

If you like baked goods...Your Mama’s Cookin’ can be found at SFTOC at the Crescent Inn
with music, dancing and a bake sale. It also takes place at Ruby Lounge on the second Friday
of every month with knitting, dance lessons and a bake-off.
Catriona Gray is a bee enthusiast and past winner of the Your Mama’s Cookin’ bake-off.
www.telling-the-bees.blogspot.com
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If you enjoyed Sounds from the Other City and
The Shrieking Violet, you might also like these:

“Last year ManchesterMusic.co.uk celebrated 10 years of web based music writing, during which
we’ve seen the explosion of blogging and social networking into an indispensible medium —
especially for those interested in music and the arts.
Our flag waving mantra at the end of the last century was, and still is ‘become the media’. Our
non-commercial, high quality DIY ethic is based on ground rules that encourage and support
artists from the very beginning — which makes our attendance at SFTOC an essential date in our
calendar. A decade on, there a million or so words and thousands of articles on the site, covering
now familiar names when they were fresh out of their first handful of rehearsals.
So, step inside, have a look around and say hello – you can be part of it, as a reader, artist or
even as a writer…”

